
FOR LEASE
PRimE cORnER REtAiL SPAcE

104 - 106 e broadway
vAncOuvER

OPPORtunity

take advantage of this opportunity to lease a prime corner retail 
space in vancouver’s rapidly developing central Broadway 
corridor. With the anticipated rapid transit line and a short 
walking distance to the Broadway canada Line Station, your 
business will thrive in this trendy and convenient location. Enjoy 
the vibrant neighborhood of mount Pleasant, with main Street’s 
shopping, dining, and amenities just moments away. Plus, benefit 
from the planned rapid transit station at Broadway and main 
Street, located just one block from the space. 
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SizE 3,047 SF APPROX.

REtAiL PREmiSES FuLLy REnOvAtEd With 
6 EXAm ROOmS

PARking 10 EXcLuSivE StALLS

zOning c3-A

BASic REnt $55.00 PSF

AdditiOnAL REnt $22.25 PSF

AvAiLABiLity EARLy OctOBER 2023

SummARy

Nhi Denis*
604 351 8089
nhi@icivancouver.com

604 899 1122
604 628 3788
hqcommercial.ca

HQ Commercial
1330 Granville Street
Vancouver BC V6Z 1M7

* Personal Real Estate Corporation
This document/email has been prepared by HQ Commercial for advertising and general information only. HQ Commercial makes no guarantees, representations or warranties of any kind, expressed or implied, regarding the information including, but not 
limited to, warranties of content, accuracy and reliability. Any interested party should undertake their own inquiries as to the accuracy of the information. HQ Commercial excludes unequivocally all inferred or implied terms, conditions and warranties arising 
out of this document and excludes all liability for loss and damages arising there from. This publication is the copyrighted property of HQ Commercial and /or its licensor(s). © 2022 All rights reserved. This communication is not intended to cause or induce 
breach of an existing listing agreement.

BuiLding highLightS

Ample parking behind 
building

Abundance of shopping, 
dining, cafes, and 
amenities nearby

Embrace the allure of mount 
Pleasant, a dynamic and 
rapidly expanding neigh-
borhood that epitomizes 
vancouver’s trendy lifestyle

thriving development 
along the vibrant central 
Broadway corridor

Great signage opportunity

Short walk to the 
Broadway canada Line 
Skytrain Station

unparalleled proximity 
to the future rapid transit 
station


